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group connection exercises and intimate 1 on 1 opportunity to create
a more immersive learning experience and a greater connection to
your community of leaders. You’ll take these workshop tools into the
next 2 days of Champions Retreat where we will discuss our individual
and collective roles of Interdependence. If you will be attending
Champions Retreat for the first time, this is a unique opportunity to lay
the foundation in order to make the most of your time at Champions
Retreat
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Abstract:
A workshop to create and deepen the connection with your B Corp
community peers by working together to learn how to be a more
conscious, values aligned leader. As a collective, we will dive deep into
the Interdependent connection of our personal leadership to igniting
collective action, thus creating a sustainable impact. A holistic
approach to creating greater good in the world through increasing
your own personal capacity of “Me” to build a stronger team of “We”
and ultimately make the “World” a better place.
In this highly interactive workshop we have been very intentional
on providing the space for shared learning experiences, facilitated
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Leveraging two decades of founding & building 5 companies, Aaron
puts entrepreneurial skills to work now for the great consciousness
movement by paving the way toward helping organizations, leaders
and society writ large find themselves; be in greater connection
and solve for alignment to true purpose. Currently, in his role at
ConsciousCircles.org Aaron is creating “conscious circles” around
the world for leaders, entrepreneurs and all trying to find their way
through life’s big transitions. His circles focus on getting clarity of
true-self by cultivating a trusted space for our souls to be revealed and
human wholeness be found.
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